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The Night In Question Tobias
The Night In Question, by Tobias Wolff (Knopf). Hardcover, $23. READING A NARRATIVE voice, I tell my students, is like being approached in a bar.
Sometimes you get put off by someone's smell or ...
Howling Wolff
As Brown watched his guy from the pits one night, Tobias flipped while leading a 1978 race at New Jersey’s Flemington Speedway. His car landed on its
side on a guardrail. Tobias was killed ...
Davey Brown, of Delta, Pa., regarded by some as sprint car racing’s all-time best mechanic
That’s the message of “Firelight,” Tobias Wolff’s short story about a poor boy ... “Firelight” was praised as one of the best short stories from Wolff’s
collection, The Night in Question, by The New ...
KALW to Broadcast Live Reading of Tobias Wolff’s ‘Firelight’
One of the attendees to watch the bat flight was Tobias Domabyl of Germany. The 25-year-old said he visited the Carlsbad Caverns a decade ago, but
wanted to return as an adult. "I hope that I can ...
Carlsbad Caverns a nearby adventure
While the Sixers’ front office and coaching staff are likely immersed in prospect evaluation and potential trade scenarios ahead of the 2021 NBA Draft next
Thursday, their franchise player ...
Scaling the summit: to complete his quest, Joel Embiid must tackle these 4 final hurdles
Doc Rivers joined the Sixers last fall, pushed the franchise to their first No. 1 seed in two decades, and has spent the weeks following their playoff exit
surrounded by questions from fans about ...
Season in review: Doc Rivers' tangible impact vs. his playoff mistakes
Carl Tobias ... “It’s like ships in the night. I’m not sure they really engaged, directly, the other’s arguments.” “These are really complicated questions, and
it should not be ...
Policing, race heating up the pages of opinions in Richmond-based federal appeals court
Rob, speaking on The Two Ronnies: Ronnie Corbett's Lost Tapes (ITV), remembered the night... and how he started ... affair with her employer, Richard
(Tobias Menzies) — a widower who has to ...
CHRISTOPHER STEVENS REVIEWS LAST NIGHT'S TV
The Sixers are still led by a star duo of Joel Embiid and Ben Simmons–for now, at least–and they have the right supporting cast of players around them in
Tobias Harris, Seth Curry, and Danny Green.
Sixers come in ranked 5th in ESPN's way too early NBA Power Rankings
The film stars Marci Miller, Jason Tobias, Danny Ruiz ... while Jason and Geoff would often talk any questions and thoughts between themselves. But also,
Jason was a lead actor, so it just ...
Exclusive: Cinematographer Jimmy Matlosz Discusses the Look of the Survival Horror Film F.E.A.R.
Touching Night Skies 50°06'44"N 8°40'36"E Project artist: Tobias Ziegler – TBSZGLR The ... creating darkness within a city and so raises questions about
the relationship humans have with ...
Winners of the Media Architecture Awards
Modern Love will premiere its second season on Amazon Prime Video next month. The eight-episode second season will land on the streaming service in
its entirety on Friday, August 13th. Gbenga ...
Modern Love: Season Two Trailer Released for Amazon Prime Video Series
For their part in the first half Wednesday night, the Hawks looked like a young ... offensively in what we were doing," Sixers forward Tobias Harris said.
"And then defensively, we were just ...
NBA playoffs 2021: How the Atlanta Hawks flipped script on Philadelphia Sixers, again
In Philadelphia, there are many questions headed into the offseason ... Perhaps most frustrating for the 76ers was they lost at home on a night when Hawks
guard Trae Young shot 5 of 23 from ...
76ers give Hawks credit; they had no choice
Merkel’s timely intervention last night has not been lost on today’s papers as England ... in Britain they’ve risen to 150. A question for ministers as they
lobby EU countries to welcome British ...
POLITICO London Playbook: Can you go on holiday this summer? — England vs. Germany — Second to Nunn
Taylor Hall and Tobias Rieder scored goals in their Sabres ... "But it seemed like we were playing catchup all night, which is a tough way to play against
any team but a team like Washington ...
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Hall, Cozens make debuts | 5 takeaways from the Sabres' season opener
Mann finished the night with 39, the same as Utah’s top ... Seth Curry had 24, including six three-pointers, Tobias Harris also bagged 24, while Joel
Embiid finished with 22.
Los Angeles Clippers pull off huge comeback to reach conference finals
It’s just harder to talk around the question when ... and the Sixers down one and Tobias Harris setting him up perfectly off a pick-and-roll? That wasn’t a
bad night. It wasn’t a miss.
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